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By Chloe Prendergast
Every Tuesday night, King of Pops, the
small Atlanta-based popsicle company,
hosts free yoga sessions in the Old Fourth
Ward Park.
Hundreds of people walk off the BeltLine just before seven p.m. with yoga mats
strapped to their backs to prepare for the
session. The colorful mats and attire of the
emerging crowd brightens the park as some
people station themselves at the top of a hill.
Others set up on the large, flat expanse at the
bottom of the hill.
The rectangular park where the sessions are
held sits adjacent to the BeltLine and a small
skate park. Runners, bikers and cars continually pass the area and travel the Freedom Parkway bridge above the park. In one corner of
the grass, family exercise groups run sprints
and relays as they cheer each other on.
As participants settle down, the instructor,
Charlie Baxter Graham, calls for new visitors
to sign their names in the front of the crowd.
Dozens of people swarm her clipboard as
others cheerfully chatter.
Many who attend the event come with
friends and neighbors from nearby. Tara
Macarechi, a producer in Atlanta, happened
upon the group months ago.
“I live right at the start of the BeltLine,
so I think I walked past it a couple of times,
and I was curious who was putting it on,”
Macarechi said. “I didn’t know it was King
of Pops, and then [I] saw the sign. Me and
my neighbors walk every Tuesday together;
we’ve been coming for a couple of months
now, and it’s been really great.”
King of Pops originally began offering yoga
in the mornings for its employees last year as a
way to create a positive work atmosphere.
Baxter Graham, a former employee,
helped start the yoga class for her coworkers. The company soon realized that the
park space was big enough for others to
attend, leading King of Pops to open their
class to the public.
Manoela Muraro attended the event before
she became the marketing and creative director for the brand.
“I went to the classes before I started
working [at King of Pops],” Muraro said.
“It’s been fun.”
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NAMASTE: Hundreds of people engage in holding a lunge. Participants, including King of Pops employees in the front of the crowd, focus on their breathing patterns.
“Last year, the most we’d have in a class
was 30 to 35 people,” Muraro said.
At the first class this year, the day before
the official King of Pops sale season began on
April 1, the company offered free popsicles.
The staff expected a turnout of about 60 to
70 people, double the size of a regular class,
but over 290 participants swarmed the park.
Now, roughly 400 people attend the event
each Tuesday.
The event’s popularity is partially due to
its location, which sits at the intersection
of several neighborhoods. Paris McAllister,
a medical student at Morehouse College,
moved to Atlanta a few weeks ago.
“I moved really close off the BeltLine,
maybe a mile away from here and my roommate has been here for a year, and she was
telling me about it; that it’s right off the BeltLine,” McAllister said.
Aside from the location, social media
and word of mouth attracted more people
to the sessions.
Clay Ivey, a federal agent, attends yoga each
week with his friend Sara Paramore, a commercial real-estate paralegal. Paramore, who origi-

nally learned about the sessions on Facebook,
took Ivey to their first session.
The two, who have been practicing yoga
for about a year together, think King of Pops
has helped unite the community.
“I think it brings people together,” Paramore said. “I think it’s a great way for people to meet new people, [and to] learn what
yoga is.”
Although the King of Pops yoga is a variation of the usual yoga experience, the response from the crowd is positive.
“I was kind of concerned about the
amount of people and not being able to see
what was going on or hear, but I was able
to hear and see perfectly,” McAllister said. “I
came at exactly seven. I was running late, so I
was in the back, but it was really good.”
In fact, for many, the number of people
makes the event even more valuable. Mcallister, Paramore, Ivey and Astrid Zellner, a
property management consultant in Buckhead, have all met friends at the event.
Ivey explains the unique effect this activity
has on the city.
“There’s no other event like this,” Ivey

said. “It doesn’t matter what you’re into. In
terms of a large group of people getting together, this is pretty much it. Especially on a
weekly basis.
“What I like about this is there’s so many
people. The energy is palpable when everybody gets here and is having fun and a good
time. It’s very positive.”
Participants find the yoga surprisingly relaxing but challenging.
“I thought it was really nice,” Jordan
Morell, an Emory University, senior said.
“I wasn’t expecting this many people to be
there, and I wasn’t expecting it to be this difficult because I don’t do yoga, but it was really relaxing.”
The vast majority of people attending the
event are not seasoned yoga masters. Baxter
Graham creates the routine each week for a
variety of levels, so many people can enjoy
their experience in the park.
“It has enhanced my Atlanta experience,”
Macarechi said. “It’s the kind of thing that
makes me love my city and my neighborhood that much more. This is why it’s so
cool to live here.” p

By Reilly Blum
Caught in the fanfare of famous artists like Vincent Van
Gogh, Andy Warhol and Pablo Picasso, museum patrons often forget the creative minds in their own cities. The High Museum’s Sprawl! Drawing Outside the Lines seeks to remedy this
problem by displaying local artwork.
Sprawl!, which closes on Oct. 4, is a follow up to a 2013 exhibition that exclusively featured pieces from local artists. Sprawl!
expands this criterion, and as a result, features artwork that ranges from strikingly realistic to gestural and abstract.
The relatively small exhibit is easy to overlook in the backdrop
of the High’s main exhibit, a labyrinth of Alex Katz landscapes.
Though Sprawl! encompasses only three rooms, it features a
dynamic breadth of talent and stands its ground against Katz’s
monolithic paintings.
The exhibit opens with a Fabian Williams watercolor, “Gossip,” which depicts several Atlanta-based artists communicating
with one another. Though small, this piece features 24 exquisitely rendered portraits reminiscent of caricatures. No face is
void of expression—Williams’ meticulous attention to detail
ensures that the viewer’s eye finds its way to all corners of the
piece. Artist Michi Meko, whose drawing, “The Standard,” is
also on view, appears in Williams’ piece as a cheerful man smoking a cigar.
Though Sprawl! primarily showcases drawings, its selected
artists draw in a less conventional sense of the word. The exhibition features paintings, sculptures and collages in addition to the
more traditional combination of graphite and paper. Some of
the artists incorporate text, photography and defunct currency
into their work, while others capture a sense of frenetic energy
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WIDE-EYED: Greg Mike’s “Aloha” uses repetition to capture the viewer.
through more conceptual pieces.
“Findings Series Number 2,” a drawing by artist Angus Galloway, is one such piece. Galloway’s interconnecting shapes,
drawn with graphite, are reminiscent of coral or internal organs.
He plays with scale to make his twisting, deformed masses mesh
together into a fluid work.
Greg Mike’s “Aloha,” a small pen and ink drawing, is inarguably energetic. Mike’s cartoonish depections of characters and
monsters, many of whom have three eyes, intertwine to form a
busy yet still effective composition.

Sprawl! contains over 100 pieces, and while this sheer volume
of work has resulted in a true breadth of styles, it also unfortunately, but perhaps inevitably, features some artworks that miss
the mark.
Hannah Israel’s “Untitled (Line Study),” a sculpture made of
a crumpled piece of paper entirely covered in graphite, is easy to
miss. The piece seems lifeless when viewed with the show
as a whole because it lacks accessibility. Perhaps greater context would animate the work, but to the average viewer,
“Untitled (Line Study)” appears to be no more than a wrinkled bit of metal.
“Right-Hand High-Five,” a piece by Curtis Ames, is meant
to look unfinished. It consists of no more than the word “Hi”
written five times on an unprimed canvas. Though Ames acknowledges that his art “may appear unfinished or fragmented,”
and intentionally challenges “the conventional conception of
the artistic `masterpiece,’” his piece lacks developed intention.
While many of the drawings exhibited in Sprawl! are simple
in the conventional sense of the word, “Right-Hand High-Five”
seems, bluntly put, too simple. The composition is fragmented
and the piece as a whole seems to be an afterthought. Other,
similarly sparse pieces in the show look well thought out, but
Ames’ drawing is unrefined. Though the repeated “Hi’s” are
friendly and inviting, Ames’ work as a whole is obscure.
Despite a few discontinuities, Sprawl! Drawing Outside
the Lines displays an incredibly diverse body of work by local contemporary artists. Though the exhibition transcends
numerous styles, it is remarkably cohesive. The varied approaches to drawing lend the show its individualistic, but
still conglomerate, atmosphere. p

